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We sought to provide a clinical practice protocol for our labor and delivery (L&D) unit,
to care for conﬁrmed or suspected COVID-19 patients requiring cesarean delivery. A
multidisciplinary team approach guidance was designed to simplify and streamline the
ﬂow and care of patient with conﬁrmed or suspected COVID-19 requiring cesarean
delivery. A protocol was designed to improve staff readiness, minimize risks, and
streamline care processes. This is a suggested protocol which may not be applicable to
all health care settings but can be adapted to local resources and limitations of
individual L&D units. Guidance and information are changing rapidly; therefore, we
recommend continuing to update the protocol as needed.

Key Points
• Cesarean delivery for conﬁrmed or suspected novel coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) patients
• Team-based approach for streamline care
• Labor and delivery protocols for COVID-19 positive patients
The novel coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) pandemic is
an incredibly dynamic and rapidly evolving global health
emergency. Protocols and procedures for clinical care management are evolving and require reﬁnement as information
continues to become available about the nature and breadth of
the disease. With no clinical trials to guide practice, familiarity
with the most recent recommendations from the experts in
the ﬁeld will assist in implementing the best possible treatment decisions for patients. To date, there is limited information from published scientiﬁc reports about the susceptibility
and severity of COVID-19 infection in pregnant women. Available data in pregnancy are reassuring in regard to vertical
transmission and maternal severe morbidities and mortality
but are limited to small case series. While the reported series
have included women who underwent cesarean delivery, the
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mode of delivery should be dictated by usual obstetric practice.1,2 Cesarean delivery is the most common surgical procedure in the United States and hence, it is essential that
protocols to be developed for women with conﬁrmed or
suspected COVID-19 infections who require cesarean delivery.
In this paper, we describe a protocol we developed for our labor
and delivery (L&D) unit.

Protocol
Our L&D unit consists of 13 labor and delivery rooms and
three operating rooms (ORs), with one of them having access
to its own substerile scrub room. Therefore, this room has
been designated as the preferred room for procedures for
patients with conﬁrmed or suspected COVID-19 infection.
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While some guidelines3 recommend that surgeries on
COVID-19 infected patients to be performed in ORs with
negative pressure isolation, our ORs and their adjacent
substerile rooms, and the preoperative and postoperative
recovery rooms are not equipped with a negative pressure
ventilation system. However, four of our labor rooms are
equipped with a negative pressure ventilation system. To
mediate and minimize the risk of infection, patients with
conﬁrmed or suspected COVID-19 infection presenting to
L&D are placed and evaluated in these speciﬁed rooms (if not
occupied). The roles and responsibilities of each OR team
member are summarized in ►Fig. 1. A nurse, designated
registered nurse 1 (RN1) in ►Fig. 1, will be assigned to
initiate evaluation and preoperative assessment. RN1 will
notify the appropriate team members (charge nurse, obstetric and anesthesia teams, neonatal intensive care unit [NICU],
and postpartum charge nurses). RN1 will facilitate phone or
video conferencing interviews and consults between the
patient and anesthesia, obstetric, and NICU teams. This limits
entrance/egress of teams into the patient room prior to
procedure, conserving valuable personal protective equipment (PPE).
While RN1 is preparing the patient for imminent transfer
into the OR, the surgical scrub technician, and obstetric surgeons (two persons), anesthesia (two persons), and NICU (two
persons) teams assemble in the OR. They will don PPE in the
substerile preoperative room and scrub to enter the OR. PPE in
the OR will consist of N95 masks, face shields, cap, gown, and
gloves. All team members will assure instruments and equipment ready for procedure. Two nurses (RN2 and RN3) will be
assisting with the surgical procedure as per usual protocol.
Once the patient is ready for surgery, RN1 provides a
hand-off report, by phone, to RN2 in the OR. RN1 then
transports the patient with the assistance of a designated
runner to the OR. Patient will be transported with mask on,
and RN1 and runner wearing gloves and masks. When
patient arrives to OR door, RN2 and RN3 will accept the
patient from RN1, and transfer her from L&D bed to OR bed.
L&D bed will be returned to hallway to await RN1, who will
disinfect the bed for use after cesarean and place
airborne/contact precautions signs on OR door. While the
most accepted mode of transmission of COVID-19 is by
droplets, an airborne precaution sign is placed at the event
as a high-risk aerosolizing procedure is required during
surgery (e.g., intubation and suctioning).
Regional or general endotracheal anesthesia may be used
for cesarean delivery in pregnant women with COVID-19, but
regional techniques are preferable. Regional techniques,
including spinal and epidural procedures, eliminate the
need for aerosolizing procedures (intubation and extubation) and avoids mechanical ventilation for a patient who
may be difﬁcult to wean postoperatively. The decision about
the mode of anesthesia is determined by the urgency of the
case, the patient’s health history including medications and
lab work, and after discussion between the obstetric and
anesthesiology teams.2 If general anesthesia is indicated,
rapid sequence induction and intubation is recommended
and a high-efﬁciency particulate air or viral/bacterial heat
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moisture exchange ﬁlter (HMEF) is placed in the patient
breathing circuit. During the procedure, a runner is stationed
outside the OR if additional laboratories, medications, or
equipment are needed.
At the end of the procedure, patient will complete anesthesia phase-1 recovery in the OR. Although our ORs are
positive pressure rooms, extubation will take place in the OR
to mitigate the use of personal protection equipment (PPE),
staff, and equipment required in the negative pressure
laboring room, where patient will complete her postoperative recovery. The obstetrician team (OB) team will doff PPE
with the assistance of RN3 and exit the OR. Gown and gloves
will be removed in OR prior to exiting, with the remainder of
PPE (N95 masks) removed in the substerile room. NICU team
will determine location for the neonate. If neonate is stable
and does not require NICU admission, the neonate is moved
out of the OR, placed in an awaiting isolette, and then
transported by the awaiting postpartum nurse to the isolation nursery. If the neonate requires admission to NICU, then
a separate NICU team will come to OR doors, receive the
neonate from the team in OR and transport the neonate to
the NICU. The OR NICU team will remove PPE in OR prior to
exiting, except their N95 mask, which will be removed in the
substerile adjacent room. One member of the anesthesia
team and RN2 will transport patient back to her negative
pressure room for continued postoperative care. Similar to
other teams, they will remove their PPE in OR with assistance
from RN3 and surgical scrub team, except for their N95 mask,
which is removed in the substerile room or hallway. After
proper hand hygiene, they will then don gloves and surgical
masks for transport. Anesthesia team and RN2 will ensure
that patient continues to have mask for transport back to
room where RN1 receives the patient and continues with her
postoperative care.
Back in the OR, the surgical scrub tech and RN3 will ensure
that the room is initially stripped down, and instruments and
trays removed from the room. RN3 and surgical scrub technician will assist each other to remove PPE prior to exiting OR.
The room will remain closed for a minimum of thirty minutes.
After this time, a complete decontamination of the room will
occur to include all surfaces, screens, keyboards, cables, monitors, neonatal and anesthesia equipment and machines.

Discussion
Here we describe an example of a protocol developed at our
institution for conﬁrmed or suspected COVID-19 patients
requiring cesarean delivery. This management plan has been
distributed to all involved departments and briefed twice daily
during our regular morning and evening huddles. We also
conduct frequent drills to assure that all team members are
aware of their respective roles. We designed a protocol which
can be used in patients requiring regional or general anesthesia
to reduce staff confusion. We attempted to minimize staff
present inside the OR, and limit air movement and OR door
opening.
For patients requiring general endotracheal anesthesia,
we recommend rapid sequence induction of anesthesia
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Fig. 1 Algorithm for suspected or conﬁrmed COVID-19 patient necessitating cesarean. COVID-19, novel coronavirus disease 2019. L&D, labor and delivery; NICU, neonatal intensive care unit; OB, obstetrician team; OR,
operating room; PPE, personal protective equipment; RN, registered nurse. Colored box indicators: blue box, nursing; orange box, anesthesia; green box, OB; gray box, pediatrics.
Note: This protocol and other guidance should be adapted to your speciﬁc situation. No guideline can encompass every clinical scenario. Use clinical judgment as needed.
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without positive pressure mask ventilation. Efforts to minimize coughing or patient’s intolerance of the mask with
subsequent high-ﬂow gas exiting the breathing circuit are
critical. While negative pressure ventilation rooms are
designed to control the spread of airborne pathogens (e.g.,
measles and tuberculosis), they have been recommended for
conﬁrmed and suspected COVID-19 patients due to their
proven effectiveness which helped to avoid cross-contamination during the severe acute respiratory syndrome (SARS)
epidemic.4–6 At our hospital, ORs are not equipped with
negative pressure systems, and portable high-efﬁciency
portable ﬁlters are not recommended. Therefore, we
designed our protocol to minimize the risk of aerosolization
while performing cesarean delivery in a timely manner. Our
protocol initiates with patient coming in through triage;
however, this process remains the same if a patient is
laboring and necessitates cesarean delivery. The laboring
nurse becomes the preoperative and postoperative care
nurse. Patients and staff are aware that an emergency
“stat” cesarean delivery takes longer than usual, therefore
it is imperative for obstetric team to be proactive to reduce
the risk of emergency delivery. This protocol is not applicable
to all health care settings and may be adapted based on
resources and limitations of individual L&D units. We do not
have sufﬁcient measurable outcomes on its implementation
to date, but it has improved our staff readiness for management of these patients.
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Conclusion
In conclusion, we set out to describe a protocol designed to
streamline the care processes of conﬁrmed or suspected
COVID-19 patients requiring cesarean delivery, and to minimize risks of exposure to other patients and health care staffs.7
Guidance and information are changing rapidly; therefore, we
recommend to continue to update the protocol as needed.
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